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15. Abstract
Data Collection Platforms have been installed at 23 gauging stations in remote
areas of Canada for transmittal of water level,and other water resources data.
The near real-time data are used mainly for water management purposes.
The system has met all requirements and demonstrates the suitability of
transmitting hydrometric data by satellite.
The installation of the Landsat/GOES downlink at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan
Satellite Station has run into snags.	 The Landsat portion of the receive
link is operational.	 The GOES portion is
-
 not operational due to problems
with the bit synchronizer.
I.	 INTRODUCTION
The Water Survey of Canada operates over 2400 hydrometric
stations at which water level data are collected.
	
Because of the
remoteness of many of these stations, it usually is not economically
feasible to 'telemeter data from the sites by conventional means.
For this reason an experiment was conducted which involved
transmitting data from stations by means of Landsat-1.
	 The
technical suitability of the system was demonstrated and in
response to a demand for near real-time data from additional
° sites, it was decided to implement a larger network.
	 In this way,
it should be possible to determine the benefits and cost-associated
with a larger operational system.
II.	 TECHNIQUES
-
Data Collection Platforms have now been installed at
23 stat i ons.	 An additional	 10 DCPs may be installed in 1978.
	 The
sites (Figure 1, Table 1) were selected on the basis of real—time
data needs for water management purposes. 	 Water level data are
- transmitted from most sites, additional parameters, mainly
meteorological are transmitted from some sites.
Water levels are sensed at Water Survey of Canada gauging
stations by a float and pully;or by servomanometer that senses the
static pressure in a nitrogen purge system.
	 Water level	 is
usually recorded on a strip chart recorder.
	 At the stations where
DCPs are installed, an analogue to digital shaft position encoder
(The Stevens Memomark II) is used to encode and store 16 bits
(4 BCD digits) of water level
	 data for transmittal by the DCP.
Precipitation data are obtained using a Fisher and
Porter weighing type precipitation gauge.	 The gauge can be
- equipped with a Telekit for telemetering of data. 	 The gauge is
connected to a serial
	
digital	 interface designed by Atmospheric
Environment Service (AES) Department of the Environment.
	 The
interface is known as a Hydrometeorological Automatic Recording
and Telemetering System (HARTS). 	 Air temperature in the HARTS
system is sensed by a platinum resistance bulk thermometer. 	 A
precision thermistor (YSI Series 400 probes) connected directly
a, to the DCP is also used in some other cases.	 Recently AES
relocated one of their two HARTS units.
h° The data transmitted by DCPs are processed by NASA,
then sent to Canada in two ways.
	 The first is by land line to
the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing in Ottawa.	 The data usually
arrives shortly after each orbit of the spacecraft.
	 At CCRS, the
data are recorded simultaneously on a teletype hard copier and on
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magnetic tape. A software data retrieval system sorts the user
platforms, reformats the data into engineering units and stores
individual user files on disk. The user may then access the data
file, usually daily, using either a teletype or telex remote
terminal.
The second way that data are received from NASA is by
punched card and uncalibrated computer listings about two weeks
after transmittal by the DCP. These data are delivered to the
Canadian Embassy in Washington, D.C., then carried by diplomatic
bag to the Department of External Affairs in Ottawa. External
Affairs then mails the data to the user. The cards are run in
computer programs that sort the data and perform the conversion
to engineering units. Data produced in this way are used to
	 -
generate statistics on DCP performance, for quality checks and
archival purposes.
Since the beginning of the new year, it is possible
for the users across Canada to receive reformatted Landsat
message by Telex, 10 or 30 characters per second Teletype
terminals from Prince Albert Satellite Station (PASS)-located
in the Province of Saskatchewan, Canada. The DCP processing
,system has all the hardware and software to receive, store,
process and output the DCP messages to users using one of the -
10 identification codes (ID).
In order to control access, the user must know the ID
and the list of DCPs associated with the 1D.
The user by a set of commands may request data as
follows:
1. Formatted or raw (quality 5 or better).
2. All messages under one ID since last dissemination.
3., All messages from one ID since time t.
4. All messages for one specified DCP since last
dissemination or since time t.
iII. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
During the report period 23 DCPs (20 in Landsat mode
and 3 in the 'GOES mode) were in service at remote stations across
Canada. The DCPs in the Mackenzie River Basin were turned off
for the winter months as the data are = not needed during the winter.
DCPs-6010, 6012 and 6021 are new and need to be shop tested before
_5_
being installed. The other 6 serviceable DCPs are sol leduled for
installation during the new year. The unserviceable DCP was sent
from Vancouver to the Instrumentation Section, Glaciology Division,
Ottawa, for inspection and repair.
DCP 6354 was repai°ed by the Instrumentation Section,
Glaciology Division. The fault was traced to IC U18 on the
Programmer Board. This failure stopped insertion of the preamble
and address of the message.
DCP 6126 stopped transmitting and sent to Ottawa for
repairs.	 The fault was traced to defective power transistors on
the output stage, Transmitter Board.
	 Repairs have not been made
due to the difficulty of procuring replacement parts.
DCP 6504 (GOES ID 456OA654),,stopped transmitting in the
previous quarter due to low battery 01 tape.
	
This DCP was
restarted on January 17, 	 1978 with fresh batteries.
The installation of the GOES, part of the Landsat/GOES
System downlink has run into serious problems. The problem is
reported to be in the bit synchronizer which is not capable of
receiving the incoming messages.
	
Steps are being taken to rectify
the problem.
,t
rr
Users can access the Prince Albert Satellite Station (PASS)
with Telex or on the 110 and 300 baud lines for DCPs on the Landsat
mode.
IV.	 SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
The project continues to demonstrate the feasibility of
transmitting hydrometric data in the Landsat and GOES moue and
using these data operationally. 	 All elements except for the GOES
j downlink at PASS are functioning well.
E
V.	 PUBLICATIONS
During November, 1977, J.A. Long (Water Surveyof Canada,'
Winnipeg) prepared a report for internal	 use entitled "A Solar
Electric Power Design for Charging a Battery System".	 A DCP in
Landsat mode was deployed to monitor the output of solar power
systems.
`i VI.	 PROBLEMS
Problems with receiving GOES data at PASS.
OVII. DATA QUALITY AND DELIVERY
Satisfactory
VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS
To continue with Landsat OCS System.
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